
Readily available

Playability
To be honest, I am not impressed with the stock tone, but I think most of it comes from the strings that are included.  The strings  

simply do not sound or feel good.  Try fluorocarbon or any other kind of string (Aquila Nylgut)

UkeGuide

Scale Length Measured Scale Length Number of Frets Side Position Markers? Body Style

Concert 15 inches 19 (14 to body) No Double Bout

Sound Board Back & Sides Fretboard Bridge Radius Fretboard?

Laminate Spruce Laminate Mahogany Maple Maple (Slotted No

Nut & Saddle Compensated Saddle? Finish Overall Length & Weight Tuner Type

Plastic No Flat paint/satin 24.125 in., 1 lb. 2.2 oz. Offset Closed Geared

Action at 1st Fret Action at 12th Fret Nut Width Space @ 1st Fret* Depth @ 3rd Fret*

0.25mm 2.0mm 34.99mm 9.04 mm (28.78 mm G-A) 22.02 mm

PICKAPICK Concert Ukulele

Cost 
(U.S. Dollars) $0 $1500

Value
Price exceeds value

Build Quality
Critical issues Appears flawless

Appearance
Plain Many appointments

Availability 
(At time of review) Difficult to find

Poor

Volume
Soft/Muted Loud

Tone
Dark Bright

Price meets value Value exceeds price

Excellent

Build makes playing easierBuild does not ease playing

I was sent this ukulele for review purposes by PICKAPICK.  It is a very decent beginning ukulele kit, with a number 
of special features including a color painted top (various colors available), nice gig bag, strap, optional pick guard, 
offset closed gear tuners, and offset front position markers.  It is missing side position markers, the offset markers 
don’t come far enough to the side of the instrument to act as side markers, the included strings don’t help the sound 
(plan on buying other strings, and no tuner is included.  It is a decent ukulele for the price.

Currently $77, though there are occasional Amazon discounts.

This ukulele may not be the desired style for traditional players, but many entry level players will like the looks; it has some similarities 
to other painted top ukuleles on the market.  The sound hole is unique, and the side sound port is a nice addition.

Accessories Included: Gig bag, pick, strap, strap buttons, greeting card 
                                                  Beginner lesson book 
Links: UkeStuff.Info  

The sound is pretty, though laminate, and brighter, with some sustain (especially on the 2nd string)

3.5 Ukes

*Between Strings 
**Top of strings to bottom of neck 

There is a little bit of paint on the side of the maple fretboard; fret ends are hemispherical.  Build is generally very clean.

It is a well made ukulele with most of a decent kit. You’ll want other strings and a clip-on tuner.  Good value.

The volume just isn’t there, and again, I think the strings are to blame with very low tension.
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Rating Summary Statement

Immediately available from Amazon.com.

Sound Quality

The ukulele has VERY low action, almost too low!  It has a common 35mm nut width with generally narrow spacing, and a thick C shaped neck.  The 
Hemispherical fret ends are a nice touch.  The strings do not feel good.

https://youtu.be/g6zMGu67wdU

